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Abstract— This paper presents a hopless networking paradigm.
Incorporating recent techniques of rateless codes, senders break
packets into rateless information streams and each single stream
automatically adapts to diverse channel qualities at all potential
receivers, regardless of their hop distances. The receivers are
capable of accumulating rateless information pieces from different senders and jointly decoding the packet, largely improving
throughput. We develop a practical protocol, called HOPE, which
instantiates the hopless networking paradigm. Compared with
the existing opportunistic routing protocol family, HOPE best
exploits the wireless channel diversity and takes full advantage of the wireless broadcast effect. HOPE incurs minimum
protocol overhead and serves general networking applications.
We extensively evaluate the performance of HOPE with indoor
network traces collected from USRP N210s and Intel 5300 NICs.
The results show that HOPE achieves 1.7× and 1.3× goodput
gain over EXOR and MIXIT, respectively. We further implement
HOPE on a sensor network testbed, achieving the goodput gains
over CTP.
Index Terms— Rateless codes, wireless networks, routing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

ONVENTIONAL multi-hop wireless networks route
packets hop-by-hop along a path of favorable links from
the source to the destination [8], [25], [27], e.g., s → n1 →
n2 → d in Fig. 1(a). The validity of multi-hop routing is
based on the belief that any other paths cannot provide higher
throughput than the selected one. Instead of choosing a fixed
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Fig. 1.
(a) A three-hop path in a wireless network. (b) Favorable and
unfavorable links in the network.

path, opportunistic routing approaches delay the path selection
and broadcast packets to a sub-set of nodes at each hop,
exploiting the opportunities of the successful packet reception
over the traditionally unfavorable links [2], [4], [17], [26], [29],
e.g., s → n2 , s → d, and n1 → d in Fig. 1(b). Nevertheless,
wireless channels are still under utilized because: 1) Senders
have no intended receivers before transmission. So they suffer
from the dilemma to set appropriate data rates to fully utilize
the channel, e.g., a higher data rate could miss the opportunistic gains over unfavorable links, while a lower rate will
limit the throughput of favorable links when the opportunistic
gains do not appear. 2) Opportunistic routing is usually packetoriented, which turns only the intact packet opportunities into
effective throughput.
This paper studies from an information-oriented perspective
and observes that while the data packet is delivered in a hopby-hop manner, e.g., s transmits packets to n1 in Fig. 1(b), the
information contained in the transmission is spread beyond
each hop. Other network nodes are the potential receivers
and they have the opportunities to receive different amount
of information from the sender, though the information
may not be immediately adequate to be translated to an
intact packet. In this paper, we apply recent rateless coding
schemes and encode packets into rateless information streams.
Rateless codes adapt each individual data transmission to
multiple receivers, automatically synchronizing the effective
data rate to the diverse channel qualities of all the wireless
links. At the receiver side, channels from all the potential
senders are viewed as a single joint information channel.
Each node accumulates rateless information from the joint
information channel regardless of their hop distances, and
jointly decodes the packet using the information pieces from
multiple senders. We name such a networking paradigm
hopless networking. Hopless networking breaks the hopby-hop packet transmission into the hopless information
accumulation. The applied rateless codes allow each node to
best adapt to the information quality.
We develop a hopless data forwarding protocol, HOPE, to
instantiate the hopless networking paradigm. HOPE entails
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a non-trivial design which concerns forward scheduling,
role transition of nodes, protocol stack development, etc.
At any time, HOPE selects a “best” candidate from the
nodes possessing a packet to forward it in the network until
another “better” candidate decodes the packet. To do so,
HOPE prioritizes intermediate nodes by their channel qualities
to the destination, and performs a distributed scheduling to
delegate the forwarding “right” among the nodes. Each node
switches its role between the information accumulator, delegated source, and destination in forwarding the data packet.
All above operational logics are assembled in a hopless layer,
which works with the link and network layers in the traditional
protocol stack. The hopless layer can be further extended down
to work with the recent physical layer rateless codes for higher
throughput. We carefully address the practical challenges to
incorporate the existing rateless codes with multiple senders
and receivers in the hopless data packet forwarding. The
rateless unit numbering design maximizes the information
gain from multiple senders. The joint rateless coding scheme
further efficiently aggregates information from these senders
and decodes the original packet without a central coordination.
We also propose a priority-based back-off scheme to effectively avoid collisions during the data delivery. Compared
with the existing opportunistic routing family, HOPE has the
following advantages.
•

•

•

HOPE accumulates the rateless information from multiple senders, and jointly decodes the packet to improve
throughput over the packet-oriented approaches [1], [2],
[4], [17]. In HOPE, the successful packet decoding and
forwarding at all potential receivers are essentially asynchronous, involving small coordination overhead.
Data forwarding in HOPE best adapts to the channel quality diversity and makes full use of the wireless broadcast
effect. Recent studies (e.g., SPaC [11] and MIXIT [23])
cannot fit all potential receivers in one transmission and
are thus suboptimal in utilizing the hopless information.
Unlike the existing flow-based approaches built on intraflow network coding (e.g., MIXIT [23], MORE [4],
FUN [18]), HOPE does not feature the aggressive usage
of the network bandwidth. HOPE smoothly works with
the conventional CSMA, and performs well with the flow
traffics and the intermittent traffics in the network.

We extensively evaluate HOPE with the indoor network
traces collected from 19 USRP N210s and 19 Intel 5300 NICs.
We compare HOPE with state-of-the-art opportunistic routing
approaches. The results show that compared with ExOR [2]
and MIXIT [23], HOPE improves average goodput by
1.7× and 1.3× respectively in both single- and multiple-flow
scenarios. We further implement HOPE on a sensor network to
show that HOPE can be comfortably integrated into resource
constrained platforms, improving the goodput performance
over CTP [12], a classical data collection protocol in wireless
sensor networks.
In the rest of this paper: we introduce the motivation and the
hopless networking in Section II. Section III details the design
of HOPE. In Section IV, we conduct evaluations. Section VI
reviews related works and Section VII concludes this paper.

Fig. 2.

Channel SNRs across different links.

II. M OTIVATION OF H OPLESS N ETWORKING
A. Packet-Oriented v.s. Information-Oriented
Packet-oriented: We deploy 4 USRP software radios based
on the topology of Fig. 1 and look into the detailed channel
qualities when packets traverse from s to d. The USRP
nodes are configured to operate on OFDM at 2.4GHz. The
detailed experiment settings will be given in §7. We let s,
n1 , and n2 send 40 packets in sequence and measure the
SNRs at downstream nodes. Fig. 2 depicts the measured SNRs
of the packets “heard” over all 6 links in Fig. 1(b). The
favorable links, s → n1 , n1 → n2 , and n2 → d, selected
in conventional multi-hop networks, experience good average
SNR (≥15dB). The traditionally unfavorable links, s → n2 ,
s → d, and n1 → d, experience poorer SNR conditions.
In conventional multi-hop networks, the information from
unfavorable links is usually not utilized if it is not adequate to
translate to a decoded packet. Being packet-oriented, the multihop networking keeps routing intact packets to a “better” relay
at each hop until the packets reach the destination. Benefitting
from the wireless broadcast effect, however, when one node
sends a packet, all nodes have access to the transmitted signals
though with distinct qualities.
Information-oriented: This paper studies from an
information oriented perspective and aims at improving
throughput with the previously underutilized information
across multiple hops (which we call hopless information).
We apply the recent rateless codes to encode the raw data
packets into a stream of rateless units. Rateless codes allow
the sender to incrementally reduce the effective data rate by
sending more rateless units, which adaptively matches the
channel condition to the receiver.
We experiment with the USRP testbed and quantify the
potential gain of making use of the hopless information.
We leverage Spinal codes [33] to perform rateless coding on
the raw data packet. Spinal codes apply a pseudo-random hash
function to the raw data bits to produce a sequence of coded
symbols in a way that “every achievable higher coding rate is
a prefix of achievable lower rates” [33]. A constant number
of coded symbols are packed together to form each rateless
unit, named Spinal “pass”. To deliver a data packet, a sender
transmits multiple (and also distinct) “passes” generated from
this packet. By receiving sufficient “passes”, the receiver could
decode the original packet. The total amount of “passes” used
in the decoding determines the achieved data rate for this
packet delivery. Thus, Spinal codes allow a sender to gradually
reduce the effective data rate by sending more Spinal “passes”.
More detailed descriptions of Spinal codes can be found in the
supplementary online appendix.
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Fig. 3.

Effective throughput across different links.

Fig. 4.

Hopless networking paradigm for an arbitrary node ni .

We let s keep transmitting Spinal “passes” for a L-bit
packet. The three nodes n1 , n2 , and d simultaneously receive
the “passes” from s. As the channel quality of s → n1 is better
than s → n2 and s → d, we expect that n1 first decodes
the packet with fewer “passes”. During the time, n2 and d
accumulate the same number of “passes”, but containing more
symbol errors. We keep s sending the “passes” until n2 and d
are eventually able to decode the packet. We record the time t
of each node in decoding the L-bit packet and derive the
effective throughput etp = L/t. We repeat the experiment
100 times and obtain the effective throughput achieved on all
s → n1 , s → n2 , and s → d. We also do the same experiment
for the rest 3 links. In Fig. 3, we observe that the effective
throughputs on traditionally unfavorable links s → n2 and
s → d are substantial, i.e., when n1 decodes a packet from s,
the hopless information accumulated at n2 and d statistically
corresponds to 56% and 18% of the packet. Link n1 → d also
has substantial effective throughput, e.g., 53% of n1 → n2 ’s.
B. Hopless Networking Paradigm
We propose a hopless networking paradigm to incorporate
the potential effective throughput gained from the hopless
information. In hopless networking, a receiver decodes the
packet using the rateless codes from multiple senders. From
the receiver’s point of view, however, it is unnecessary to
identify the information pieces from each individual sender.
Instead, the receiver may treat the entire network as a whole
and view the channels from each sender as a single information
channel, which is called joint information channel in this
paper. The receiver then takes information from its joint
information channel. The highlighted links s → d, n1 → d
and n2 → d in Fig. 2 compose the joint information channel
for d. With the help of rateless codes, d is able to make the
full use of hopless information from both the conventional
favorable links n2 → d, and the complementary links s → d
and n1 → d.
Fig. 4 depicts the general hopless networking paradigm,
where each node ni is connected to the network through
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its joint information channel. As adequate information is
accumulated from the network, ni is able to decode the packet.
At this time, if ni is the “best” candidate to forward the packet,
it takes the place of the packet forwarding and injects the
rateless codes of this packet to the network until another “better” candidate decodes it. With such a networking paradigm,
whenever the information of a fresh packet is available in the
network, any node can fully accumulate it through its own
joint information channel. On the other hand, when any node
transmits a packet, the rateless codes automatically adapt to the
channel qualities of all potential receivers (explained below).
A natural question one may ask is: Why the potential
throughput gain revealed in hopless networking has kept being
overlooked in previous multi-hop networks?
Many existing studies tried to harvest such potential gains
by aggressively capturing opportunistic packets from unfavorable links. Existing packet-oriented opportunistic routing
schemes, e.g., ExOR [2] and MORE [4], however, cannot
make the full use of those low-quality links. Only successfully
decoded packets surviving from low quality links are utilized.
As we have shown in the above experiment that the aggregated
throughput gain over low quality links is substantial, which
indicates that these schemes fail to fully leverage the wireless
broadcast effect and their performance is thus limited.
Some latest works [11], [23] notice similar gain of exploiting partial information from corrupted packets and value the
“clean” bits or symbols from corrupted packets. By packet
combinations or network coding schemes, they can make a
better use of the low-quality links. Constrained by the unified
data rate of each transmission from the sender, those works
still cannot make the full advantage of wireless broadcast
effect. For the example in Fig. 2, s usually sets a suitable
data rate that matches the per-hop link quality of s → n1 .
The high data rate for the good link, however, would be too
high for weak links like s → n2 and s → d to accept enough
correct symbols or data bits. Thus, only when the weak links
dramatically improve can intact packets yield the opportunistic
throughput gain. A low data rate helps to increase the opportunistic gain over weak links, but on the other hand, limits
the throughput that can be achieved over good links when the
opportunistic gains are not available. Similar problems also
exist on n1 → n2 . In conventional multi-hop networks, a
sender always faces the dilemma of adapting to an impossible
best sending rate, which has long been considered an open
problem in opportunistic routing [2], [4].
Hopless networking hence outperforms prior designs from
two aspects: 1) each sender can adapt to the joint information
channel and produce rateless data streams that automatically
adapt to all various links for exploring the optimal transmission opportunities; and 2) each receiver can adapt to the
joint information channel and the success of packet decoding
attributes to the rateless information from multiple senders.
We note that even with the hopless abstraction, data are not
delivered through one hop directly from source to destination.
Its delivery still follows a certain forwarding sequence, as each
node has a limited transmitting power, and the right forwarders
will be automatically selected by our protocol in the following.
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III. S YSTEM D ESIGN OF HOPE
We instantiate the hopless networking paradigm and develop
HOPE, a non-trivial design to coordinate the network and
acquire full throughput gain in the hopless forwarding.
A. Design Principle
In HOPE, each packet is rateless coded into a stream of
units. Many existing rateless codes can be applied, including
LT [30] and Raptor codes [39] for the link layer bit blocks or
recent Strider [13] and Spinal codes [33] for the physical layer
symbols. For each packet delivery, all nodes in the network
play the roles of the source, the accumulator, or the destination
to forward data. We elaborate the different roles and their
interactions in HOPE. We aim at giving a high level behavior
description and temporarily omit the technical details for the
sake of a clear presentation. Details are given in Section III-B.
The Accumulator: In HOPE, all nodes work as accumulators. An accumulator listens to the network and accumulates
rateless units for each undecoded packet until the packet can
be decoded or the decoding is aborted.
The Source: There are two types of sources in HOPE: the
original source and the delegated source.
The original source initiates the packet transfer and sends
out the stream of rateless data units. The source keeps sending
until the packet gets ACKed.
A delegated source comes from an accumulator that successfully decodes a packet and is ready to forward it. Multiple
accumulators may transit to delegated sources concurrently for
the same packet. A priority list specifies the priority rank of all
the accumulators, and HOPE leverages a priority based backoff scheme (Section III-C) such that the delegated source with
the highest priority is more likely to forward first and the
potential duplicated forwardings from new delegated sources
with lower priorities are prevented.
The Destination: The destination behaves the same as an
accumulator except that it does not further forward packets.
After decoding a packet, the destination or the new delegated source sends out an ACK (via broadcast) to stop the
previous delegated source’s transmission. The ACK contains
the IDs of the ACKed packet (e.g., p) and the delegated
source (e.g., n), which can also make accumulators with
lower priorities than n abort the decoding of packet p (as
a higher priority node n has already decoded p). In case of
multiple delegated sources for the same packet, the ACK sent
from a high priority delegated source prevents the duplicated
forwarding from the lower priority delegated sources.
Fig. 5 illustrates the interaction of different roles with
an example scenario. The original source s starts sending a packet p to destination d. At the beginning,
nodes n, m, u, and d all work as accumulators, among which
nodes n and u first successfully decode the packet and become
the delegated sources. Due to the priority based back-off
(Section III-C), node n sends out an ACK to stop s and u
from forwarding, and aborts the decoding of packet p at m.
On the other hand, d keeps accumulating rateless units from
n and tries to decode the packet with the stored rateless units
from both s and n.

Fig. 5.

An example of packet transmissions.

Fig. 6.

HOPE architecture.

B. Hopless Layer
Although the design emphasis of HOPE is fundamentally
different from the existing hop based paradigm, a complete
redesign of existing protocol stack is less attractive. We seek
to provide a clean abstraction of the hopless operations and
integrate it with the current protocol stack. Fig. 6 depicts the
architecture of HOPE. HOPE adds a Hopless Layer, primarily
working with the link layer as follows.
To transmit a packet, the data payload is first delivered from
upper layers to the Role Transition Module of the hopless
Layer. The role transition module locally decides whether
the transmission should be aborted if other higher priority
nodes have already transmitted this packet to the network.
The decision is made based on the Priority list and the Packet
list. If the transmission can continue, the Information Bucket
generates rateless units of the packet, and adds a hopless
header in front of the rateless units. The rateless units with
the hopless header are finally passed to the link layer and
undergo CSMA before the transmission.
For receiving, the PHY layer loads the bits from a receiving
buffer after detecting a preamble. It passes the bits to the link
layer, which are further retrieved by the information bucket to
perform the rateless decoding. In addition, the packet list is
updated based on the hopless header of the received packet.
If the rateless code requires to access PHY symbols, we extend
the information bucket to the PHY layer and introduce a
Symbol Bucket in the system to substitute the function of the
information bucket.
In the rest of this section, we present the detailed design of
the hopless layer.
Information Bucket: The hopless layer receives rateless
units from the link layer. An information bucket is maintained to organize rateless units of all undecoded packets.
For an incoming data packet p, a node n retrieves the original
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source, destination, and sequence number from its header,
which uniquely identifies this packet. If the packet has not
been locally decoded before (by looking up the packet list
which will be detailed later), the node registers a unique piece
of buffer to accumulate the rateless units of the packet. If p has
already been registered, the rateless units are directed to the
existing buffer of p. Node n performs rateless decoding for the
packet whenever new rateless units are received. If decoding is
successful, the decoded packet is passed to the state transition
module and the buffer is released. If decoding fails, the buffer
is maintained to accumulate more rateless units. The main
functionality of the information bucket is to incorporate the
rateless coding scheme in receiving packets from the joint
information channel. The partial information of undecoded
packets is stored orderly until the packets get decoded.
The information bucket can be extended down to work
with the PHY layer. A symbol bucket can be included, which
directly fetches PHY symbols and can perform recent physical
rateless coding schemes. In our current design, we use Spinal
codes as the default scheme. The symbol bucket accumulates
the Spinal “passes” of symbols and performs rateless decoding
for each packet. The symbol bucket substitutes the information
bucket and preserves all operation logics. By performing the
physical layer rateless codes, the capability of the information
accumulation improves.
Priority List: A priority list is maintained for each destination in the network, which evaluates the data forwarding
utilities of all nodes to the destination, based on which their
forwarding priorities are ranked. Traditional routing metrics,
e.g., the geographic distance [22], ETX [7], etc, characterize
the packet-oriented transmissions, which do not truthfully
evaluate the forwarding utilities atop the hopless networking.
To this end, in HOPE, we propose the end-to-end effective
throughput from the current node to the destination as the
cost metric. A packet may be forwarded by arbitrary delegated
sources from the current node n to the destination d. Suppose
the packet length is L. The effective throughput from n to d,
denoted as etpn,d , can be approximated as:
etpn,d = max{
i∈N

L
tn,i + (L − tn,i ×

L
tn,d )/etpi,d

},

(1)

where ti,j is the time required for node i to deliver a packet
to node j with the best data rate, and N is the set of all
nodes in the network. The variables tn,i and tn,d in Eq. (1)
can be directly measured by n with probing packets. Probing
packets are decoded directly from one sender each time,
without the accumulation from other nodes. The etpn,d can
thus be derived through the periodic channel estimation and
iterative state exchange among nodes, similar to most existing
routing protocols. Therefore, we reuse the original periodic
channel estimation module in the network layer, but intercept
probing packets and add the hopless header before releasing
them to the link layer. Similar to existing routing protocols,
e.g., [7], [31], [40], the metrics are exchanged in the network
for the updating and the frequency to probe channels is set to
be once every tens of minutes.
After collecting etpi,d from each node, the destination
reorders the nodes in the network and distributes the updated

Fig. 7.

The format of HOPE units.

priority list to all the nodes using the standard flooding
technique. In our current implementation, the priority list
is empirically updated every 30 minutes. Between two consecutive updates, the priority lists of each nodce are not
changed. Based on the channel probing, the priority list for
each destination d is then formed and maintained based on
the descending rank of etpi,d . As all the nodes in the network
are ordered in the priority list, the conventional routing loop
(oscillation between different delegated sources) will not occur
in HOPE. In addition, HOPE also tolerates certain suboptimal
selection of the delegated sources from the priority list because
its rateless feature. Therefore, each node reports their updated
etpi,d infrequently to reduce the communication overhead,1
e.g., with a long period length, or after the transmissions of
several data batches from the source node.
Packet List: Each node in HOPE also maintains a packet
list that reflects the packet possessions in the network, based
on which the node can locally manage its actions and role
transitions. An entry is maintained in the packet list for each
packet according to its source ID, destination ID, and sequence
number. Each packet entry records the highest priority node
(based on the node’s best local knowledge) that possesses the
intact packet. Each node dynamically updates the packet list
upon the reception of a data packet or an ACK. If the decoded
packet or the ACKed packet is not in the list, the node creates
a new entry. A packet entry thus does not necessarily indicate
the packet decoded by the node. The node may only receive
ACKs about this packet. Packet entries are periodically flushed
to control the storage overhead. We adopt the same period
length as the priority list update to flush the packet list since
we do not observe the sojourn time of one data file packet
greater than 30 minutes in our study.
Role Transition: In HOPE, nodes transit between two roles,
accumulator and delegated source. Initially, the original source
directly acts as a delegated source and all other nodes start
from accumulators. Destination is a special accumulator.
Being an accumulator, a node (e.g., n) waits for incoming
units. The node tells different unit types based on a field in
the header (UNIT_TYPE detailed in Fig. 7). If the incoming
unit is an ACK, node n checks the entry about the ACKed
packet in its packet list. If the recorded packet possessor in
the list has lower priority, node n updates the entry with the
possessor indicated in the ACK. If no entry is found about
1 In HOPE, nodes explicitly report etp
i,d , instead of including it in data
packets, because some nodes may not participate in the data delivery from a
source to a destination.
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the ACKed packet, a new entry is created. A node remains as
an accumulator after receiving an ACK. If the incoming unit
is a rateless unit, node n accepts it in its information bucket.
However, prior to decoding, the node refers to the packet and
priority lists and takes the following possible actions:
Role transition: If the rateless unit sender has lower
priority than node n, and a) the packet is not in the packet
list or b) the packet is in the list but the recorded possessor
has lower priority than node n, node n accumulates the
rateless unit and performs rateless decoding in the information
bucket. In case the decoding is successful, node n transits to
a delegated source and updates the packet entry in the packet
list with its own ID (If no such an entry, the node creates
one); otherwise it remains as an accumulator and waits for
new incoming units. Becoming a delegated source, node n first
broadcasts an ACK after winning the channel contention. Prior
to transmit rateless units, the node further refers to the packet
and priority lists. If the packet list indicates that the data packet
is owned by some higher priority node, the delegated source
cancels the packet forwarding and then transits back to the
accumulator (it happens when multiple accumulators become
delegated sources concurrently and node n receives an ACK
from a higher priority node); Otherwise, node n generates a
stream of rateless units and sends them out. After sending
a rateless unit, node n transits back to an accumulator for
receiving possible ACKs. If no acknowledgement is received
within a time interval, node n turns to the delegated source
again and sends out another stream of rateless units.
ACK transmission without role transition: If node n has
higher priority than the sender of the incoming rateless unit
and has already decoded this packet, it transmits an ACK
and stays as an accumulator. Another possibility of merely
transmitting an ACK without role transition is that node n has
not decoded the packet, but the packet entry already exists (due
to a previous ACK). In this case, if the recorded possessor in
the packet list has higher priority than the sender, node n
transmits an ACK as well. In both cases, node n still remains
as accumulator but behaves like an ACK repeater to inform
the sender to stop transmitting and update its packet list.
No role transition and communication: If the sender of
the incoming unit has higher priority than node n, node n
takes no communication actions. It updates its packet list, if the
sender has higher priority than the recorded one.
In summary, the knowledge about the packet possession is
mainly updated through ACKs. An ACK is sent out when
either a node decodes a new packet or detects a packet already
decoded by a higher priority node while still transmitted by
a lower priority node so as to prevent such an unnecessary
forwarding. Each ACK is broadcasted once and not all nodes
are ensured to receive it. As a result, multiple delegated
sources may transmit the same packet concurrently. Since the
knowledge about the packet possession is updated through
ACKs as well as rateless units, a delegated source can immediately cancel the packet forwarding once it knows a higher
priority node that possess this packet. HOPE tolerates such
inconsistency. In Section IV, we experimentally examine the
overhead due to duplicated transmissions and the result shows
the cost is generally small, e.g., < 10% of the total throughput.
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It indicates that the protocol-level role transition design of
HOPE (and together with a priority based back-off technique
detailed in the next subsection) could effectively terminate the
path diverging and avoid duplicated transmissions.
C. Practical Issues
To translate the HOPE design into a working protocol, we
need to carefully address several practical issues, which are
discussed in the following.
Design and Format of Rateless Units: HOPE supplements
a fixed length header for each rateless unit. Fig. 7 depicts
the header format. UNIT_TYPE tells the current unit is a
rateless data unit, ACK, or probing packet. The ID of the
current sender is stored in the SND_ID field. The packet ID
(PACKET_ID), the source ID (SRC_ID), and the destination
ID (DST_ID), uniquely identify the packet that the current
rateless unit belongs to. The PASS_CNT and PASS_NUM
fields are two parameters related to the Spinal codes which
will be explained later. A CHECKSUM field is applied to
protect the header and the total overhead of header is only
12 bytes in our current design.
In HOPE, the header contains meta information to distinguish different units. The rateless units of the same packet
transmitted by different delegated sources have different headers, so the headers are not rateless coded. Following the design
in 802.11, HOPE lets nodes transmit plain headers with the
lowest bit rate (e.g., 6.5M bps in 802.11n networks [43]) so
as to lower the SNR requirement in acquiring the headers.
This maximizes the range of candidate accumulators that can
successfully retrieve the headers and accumulate the rateless
units. According to our experimental results in Section IV,
the slow rate header transmission can be decoded with as low
as 5dB SNR. ACK is a special unit with preamble [16] and
header only.
Rateless Decoding From Joint Information Channel:
None of existing rateless codes consider jointly decoding data
from different senders with different data qualities. HOPE
extends Spinal codes to decode data “passes” from multiple
senders, which can be similarly made to other rateless codes.
Pass numbering: This scheme is designed to maximize
the information gain from the accumulated “passes”. According to the encoding process of Spinal codes, the independence of the generated “passes” is mainly impacted by the
collision probability of the hash function used. In [33], hash
function h is chosen uniformly from a pairwise independent
hash function family based on a random seed. One can derive
that the collision probability, i.e., h(si , mi ) = h(si , mi ), is
n·B·k·d
k·2v , which is extremely low, e.g., on average one over
214 decodes [33]. It means that for a single sender and receiver
pair, a homogeneous hush function h is sufficient in the design.
Thus, a homogeneous hush function h is used to encode each
block in Spinal codes [33].
However, in our system, “passes” may be received from
different sources. To maximize the information gain from
the accumulated “passes”, different delegated sources forward
different “passes” for the same data packet. To make “passes”
independent with each other, a delegated source in HOPE
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transmits symbols following the latest “pass” received from
the previous delegated source, e.g., if the latest “pass” received
by node n2 from n1 is pass1 , n2 can start transmitting from
pass1 + 1. To add some tolerance in accommodating more
“passes” (n1 may continue transmitting extra “passes” until
ACKed, and those “passes” may be received and made use
of by some accumulators), n2 may skip a random number b
“passes” and start from pass1 + b. The start point is specified
by PASS_NUM in the header for the receivers’ decoding.
Therefore, the pass numbering scheme could avoid applying
different hash functions to different nodes in the network to
simplify the system initialization and coordination.
Weighted decoding: After a delegated source transmits the jth “pass” including N symbols, Xj (M ) =
[x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ], for a data packet M , we denote received
symbols as Yj = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yN ]. In AWGN channels, a maxlikelihood decoder requires to satisfy:
max{p(Yj |Xj (M ))} = max{
M

N

1

i=1

M


e
2
2πσij

−

(yi −xi )2
2σ2
ij

},

2
is the noise variance of the ith symbol in the
where σij
jth “pass”. Taking the natural logs and dropping terms that
are not a function of M , we obtain:

max{ln p(Yj |Xj (M ))} ∝ min{
M

M

N (yi − xi )2
}.
2
i=1
σij

(2)

To maximize the decoding probability, Eq. (2) implies that the
“passes” with lower SNRs should contribute less to decoding
compared with those with higher SNRs. In the original Spinal
codes, received symbols are viewed equally in decoding, as
they are from the same sender over a relatively stable channel.
2
N
i)
},
We extend the Spinal decoder to minM { i=1 (yi −x
σ2
j

where σj2 is the SNR of the jth “pass” measured from
the rateless unit preamble. One may further supplement a
packet postamble to improve the SNR estimation as [21],
e.g., measuring σj with a higher accuracy from both the
preamble and the postamble. We note that the transmissions
from different sources do not need to be synchronized, since
interfered transmissions will lead to low-quality passes which
will be compensated by additional pass transmissions to make
the original message get decoded.
Rateless unit segmentation: Rateless codes in previous
works are mainly designed for the communication between
a single pair of nodes. After transmitting certain amount of
symbols, the sender stops and waits for an ACK from the
receiver. In HOPE, however, there is no prior targeted receiver,
which prohibits to apply the existing optimized segmentation
strategies [14], [20], and we could adopt a hybrid solution to
address this problem. Initially, e.g., after the update of priority
lists, each node transmits a fixed amount of symbols in the
rateless unit each time. However, with a fixed configuration, if
more symbols are contained, receivers have to keep receiving
the symbols even when it already has enough data to decode
the original packet. In contrast, fewer symbols in each rateless
unit result in frequent idle listenings and cannot fully utilize
the bandwidth. Both cases limit the throughput.

To overcome this issue, any node i can maintain a counter
for each receiver to track the number that the receiver takes
over the role of a delegated source from node i, e.g., node i
maintains P KTr to record the number of packets that node i
transmitted and receiver r has received and successfully
decoded. The counter P KTr is increased by one when node i
receives an ACK from receiver r to acknowledge node i’s
transmission. Then, for any node i, we can determine the
number of symbols for each rateless unit with respect to the
receiver with the largest2 P KTr , since the packets node i
transmitted are more likely to be decoded by this receiver
first. Such a decision considers both the link qualities between
node i and each potential receiver, and the node priority.
Any node i resets each P KTr after the priority list is
updated. The reason to periodically reset counters is because
the packet reception and decoding statistics may change after
the priority list is updated. For the initial fixed configuration,
each rateless unit contains 1 Spinal “pass”, i.e., PASS_CNT=1
in Fig. 7. Based on the experiments in Section IV, HOPE
already achieves significant performance gain over existing
approaches with above setting. A globally optimized rateless
unit size will definitely improve the performance, which is left
as the future work of this paper.
Multiple Access: In HOPE, each sender strictly follows
CSMA for channel access. When accumulating information
from one source, an accumulator always launches the preamble
detection when it detects a sudden increase of RSS (Received
Signal Strength [5], [37], [38]). This is because the sudden
increase of RSS usually indicates a new incoming unit with
higher SNR and it is more beneficial for the receiver to accumulate the high-SNR information. The preambles or headers
of the incoming unit may not be correctly detected if its RSS
is not strong enough. In such a case, traditional networks
cannot hook on the incoming data as well. Traditional packet
collisions at the receiver translate to very low SNR rateless
units received in HOPE, which are usually assigned negligible
weights in the weighted decoding scheme in Eq. (2).
Multiple nodes may decode a same packet and send out
ACKs simultaneously. In this case, collision occurs and the
sender fails to be notified. To address such an issue, receivers
conduct a priority based back-off before sending the ACK.
Higher priority nodes are prone to have shorter back-off
delays. In HOPE, the priority list is equally divided into m
groups (the last group may contain fewer nodes). Nodes in
group i performs back-off in [0, 2i − 1] · 16μs, where 16μs
is the SIFS duration. Thus, the time interval for the delegated
source to transmit the next round of rateless units equals to the
maximum back-off latency plus an ACK transmission delay.
In Section IV, the maximum back-off latency is set to 128μs.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We compare HOPE with: a ETX-based Single Path Routing
protocol, SPR [7]; a classical opportunistic routing protocol,
ExOR [2]; and a state-of-the-art symbol-level network coding
based opportunistic routing protocol, MIXIT [23].
2A

tie can be broken (if any) based on the node priority.
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Traces are collected from 19 positions in a 800m2 office room.

A. Experiment Configuration
We conduct a trace driven evaluation with data traces
collected from USRP N210 software defined radios mainly
because HOPE adopts Spinal codes which require excessive
decoding overhead for the general software radio platforms.
Experiment Setup: With the Spinal codes, a (delegated)
source first divides each raw data packet into k-bit blocks.
Each k-bit block is hashed to a v-bit spine value, which is
then used as a seed to generate c-bit random numbers. Every
“pass” is a concatenation of a set of c-bit random numbers.
In particular, the ith “pass” for a data packet consists of the ith
c-bit random number generated from each block of the packet.
A receiver uses maximum likelihood decoder to recover the
k-bit message from c-bit numbers. Our implementation of
Spinal codes is based on the codes provided by the authors of
[33] and we configure k = 3, c = 4, v = 32, and B = 256.
Trace Collection: Trace from USRP N210. Each USRP node
is configured to operate on OFDM with 600KHz frequency
band in the 2.4GHz range. Each node uses a USRP RFX2400
daughterboard as the RF frontend with the transmission power
of 50mW (i.e., 17dbm) attached to an omnidirectional antenna
with 3dBi gain. We connect each node to a laptop to collect
PHY symbols. The PHY of 802.11n in the single input single
output mode is implemented on the GNU Radio platform. We
collect the pairwise packet transmission traces of all 342 links
among 19 positions in Fig. 8. The links include direct line-ofsight paths as well as those blocked by objects. We perform
the trace collection with 19 rounds. In each round, one USRP
sender is placed at one of the 19 locations, broadcasts the
packets from a fixed 5MB data file, and circulates all data rates
to transmit the same file. The rest 18 USRP receivers record
all the received packets (no matter packets are successfully
decoded or not). The USRP receivers further compare the
received symbols with the transmitted ones for all received
packets and compose a trace of symbol-level disturbances,
which form a group of fine-grained (symbol-level) channel
quality measures for each link. By doing so, we have collected
the pairwise and detailed transmission traces of all 342 links.
In the trace collection, we may miss certain channel quality
samples if transmitted packets are not detected by the receiver,
e.g., the packet head is corrupted. The channel quality experienced by these missing packets is, however, not fundamentally
different from the one described by the received packets.
Two scenarios mainly differ at where the bit errors happen to
occur: header or payload. Thus, after a series of transmission
traces are collected, they discretely approximate the channel
quality already for the evaluation. In addition, although channel qualities are described approximately, different protocols

are evaluated using the same set of traces with a fair comparison, which is eligible to examine the strengths and weaknesses
of different designs. On the other hand, it is possible that not
all the links will be used in the evaluation, but we are not aware
which links may not be involved prior to the experiment. We
thus construct a full set of the trace, which could evaluate all
possible running traffic flows on this network.
Trace From Intel 5300 NICs: USRP N210 can directly
record the symbol-level traces, but mainly works in the narrow
band channels due to the hardware constraints. We further
adopt the channel state information (CSI) tool developed on
Intel 5300 NICs [15] to collect transmission traces and test
HOPE in the wideband channels with frequency selective
fading. We deploy Intel 5300 nodes, operating in 20 MHz
channel, at the same positions in Fig. 8 and perform the trace
collection in the same way as we do with USRP N210s.
Intel 5300 is only able to report packet-level traces. The
dispersion of each symbol cannot be directly measured.
To obtain the symbol-level traces, when one node transmits,
we let other nodes measure the subcarrier-level SNRs to the
transmitter. For each transceiver pair, we use the measured
SNRs to generate the symbol-level dispersions [15].
B. Results
Goodput: We evaluate the goodput that refers to the actual
data size transmitted over unit time. We consider goodput
over throughput as different protocols incur different amounts
of protocol overhead, and goodput can better reflect the data
transmission efficiency and delay, i.e., a higher goodput indicates better efficiency and a shorter delay [42]. On the other
hand, to understand the protocol overhead, we further evaluate
the detailed breakdown of throughput for each protocol in this
section.
Goodput comparison: We evaluate the goodput performance of different protocols. We randomly select one node
pair and measure its end-to-end goodput. For all benchmark
protocols SPR, ExOR and MIXIT, we test all possible 802.11n
single-stream data rates in the USRP 600KHz frequency
band and select their best performance. Both SPR and ExOR
achieve the maximum goodput with 390Kbps data rate. MIXIT
achieves a better average goodput at 1.17Mbps, but has some
unique advantage at 390Kbps data rate, so we plot both
MIXIT-1170 and MIXIT-390. We set the data rate 1.17Mbps
for HOPE, which yields a gradually decreasing effective
data rate when more Spinal “passes” are transmitted. We
repeat the experiments 120 times by randomly selecting 120
node pairs in total. Fig. 9 depicts the CDF of the achieved
goodput by different protocols. Generally HOPE achieves an
average goodput gain of 2.4× over SPR, 1.7× over ExOR,
1.3× over MIXIT of both 1.17Mbps and 390Kbps, respectively. HOPE significantly outperforms SPR and ExOR primarily because HOPE allows each delegated source to adapt to
all possible accumulators’ channel conditions simultaneously
and thus accumulators largely accelerate the packet decoding
based on the cumulative information from multiple sources.
Along short paths or high quality links (mostly the right part
of the figure), we see that both MIXIT-1170 and HOPE achieve
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Fig. 10.

Goodputs of various approaches.

Average goodput of different node pairs of different hops.

high goodput because the channel condition supports their
transmissions with full rates, but other protocols suffer from
the goodput loss. Over long paths or weak links (mostly the
left part of the figure), however, MIXIT-1170 suffers dramatic
goodput drop. It is probably because MIXIT at 1.17Mbps
data rate misses many low quality symbol transmissions and
suffers high symbol error rate over weak links. The uncertain
symbol errors may accumulate and propagate over long paths.
If we set the data rate to 390Kbps on the other hand, MIXIT
captures the symbol accumulation opportunities over weaker
links, but cannot completely exploit good links with full rates.
Note that opportunistic routing protocols, e.g., MIXIT and
ExOR, have no fixed receiver for each transmission. They thus
cannot automatically adapt their own rates to different links
of different qualities.
Goodput over hops: We look into the end-to-end goodput
for different node pairs. We group node pairs according to
their hop distances in the conventional multi-hop routing
protocol SPR. According to experiment results depicted in
Fig. 10, we see that the end-to-end goodput tends to drop as
the number of hops increases. One-hop links generally yield
the highest goodput. HOPE achieves the highest goodput of
approximately 480Kbps over 1-hop links, since HOPE automatically adapts to good channels while benchmark schemes
with a fixed data rate miss such chances. The average goodput
improvement of HOPE over SPR and ExOR keeps increasing
from 2.0× and 1.5× respectively for 2-hop paths to 3.4×
and 2.4× respectively for 7-hop paths. The reason is that
as hop counts increase, HOPE captures more opportunities
in accumulating hopless information and best adapts the data
rate to the information quality. As MIXIT does not ensure
pairwise reliability within the network, the errors gradually
accumulate and may exceed the error correction capacity,
resulting in sharp performance degradation over long paths
(e.g., 6-hop and 7-hop paths). As the path becomes longer
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Fig. 11.

Goodput gain breakdown of HOPE.

MIXIT at 390Kbps performs better than at 1.17Mbps as a
lower data rate produces more “clean” symbols on more
opportunistic links.
Gain analysis: We test HOPE with three different settings
to understand its goodput gain in detail. We first substitute the
rateless codes of HOPE with a fixed data rate of 390Kbps,
which degrades to capturing packet-level opportunities similar
as ExOR (HOPE w/o rateless). We then enable rateless codes
but disable the information accumulation of HOPE (HOPE w/o
accum). Finally, we fully enable HOPE with both benefits.
Fig. 11 depicts the performance of the three settings, and
such a decomposition aims for an in-depth understanding of
the performance gain achieved by HOPE. With the rateless
codes, HOPE harvests more than half of its full goodput gain.
For good channel conditions (e.g., the goodput is higher than
240Kbps), the rateless codes play a critical role in acquiring
the goodput. In Fig. 11, the goodput of HOPE w/o accum.
is comparable to HOPE in this region. For the long paths or
poor links, rateless codes also help in adapting different links
and counteracting channel fluctuations. Enabling information
accumulation allows HOPE to benefit more in the low goodput
region. From Fig. 11 we see the main improvement of HOPE
over HOPE w/o accum. when the goodput is lower than
240Kbps. This is because the cumulative information is more
valuable for long paths and weaker links.
In Fig. 11, we also examine omniscient SPR for comparison.
Omniscient SPR always sets the optimal data rate for the
packet transmission at each hop. HOPE achieves comparable
goodput with omniscient SPR in the high goodput region due
to the auto rate adaptation. For the long paths and weak links,
HOPE outperforms omniscient SPR, as HOPE accumulates
more overheard rateless units under such scenarios. We further
find that HOPE can rapidly adapt to a better link when the
channel condition varies while SPR lacks this flexibility.
Overhead: Fig. 12 examines the overhead of HOPE over
paths of different hop counts. We separate the communication overhead and data header overhead from the goodput.
The communication overhead consists of ACK transmissions,
duplicate packet transmissions from different nodes, carrier
sensing time, etc. The small and fixed-sized header in HOPE
poses negligible overhead. The communication overhead is
also small, < 10% of throughput, as our priority based
back-off technique and the protocol-level role transition design
of HOPE could effectively terminate the path diverging and
avoid duplicated transmissions. As for wireless devices, radio
operations are the major energy consumer, which implies that
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Fig. 12.

Overhead breakdown of HOPE.

Fig. 13.

Goodput in multi-flow mesh network.

the additional energy wastes from unnecessary transmissions
is about 10% of the total lifetime that can be achieved.
In practice, if devices could be powered by lines, such energy
overhead can be omitted. According to the experiment results,
we can also see that the fraction of overhead gradually
increases as hop counts increase, which is mainly because the
involved extra control overhead adds up every hop while the
payload size stays constant at 1500bytes.
Multiple Flows: We test the performance of SPR, ExOR,
MIXIT and HOPE with multiple flows for mesh-like and adhoc-like networks. For MIXIT, we find that the 1.17Mbps rate
outperforms the 390Kbps rate in this trial of experiments and
thus only present its performance with the 1.17 Mbps rate.
In Fig. 13, we examine the performance of each protocol in a
mesh-like network with a gateway node (the highlighted node
in Fig. 8) and other nodes incur the flow based traffic to the
gateway. By setting different numbers of original sources, we
can vary the number of flows in the network. Each original
source incurs a traffic flow to the gateway for transmitting a
5MB file. Fig. 13 plots the total network goodput with varied
numbers of flows. The network goodput increases towards the
saturated capacity as the number of concurrent flows increases.
From the result, we observe that when the number of flows
is greater than four, the network tends to be saturated. HOPE,
however, consistently outperforms benchmark protocols due
to its best use of the wireless channel. The goodput of
MIXIT decreases earlier than other three protocols because
MIXIT is a network coding approach which greedily utilizes
the bandwidth of each node in the network and its channel
utilization is not as efficient as HOPE. According to statistics,
HOPE achieves an average goodput gain of 2.3× over SPR,
1.7× over ExOR, 1.3× over MIXIT at 1.17Mbps.
We further evalaute HOPE and MIXIT (with highest goodput among benchmark schemes) in an ad-hoc network with
intermittent traffic. All 19 nodes in Fig. 8 act as ad-hoc-

Fig. 14.

Goodput in multi-flow ad-hoc network.

Fig. 15.

Goodput in wideband channels.

like nodes and we configure 6 coexisting flows with different sender-destination pairs in the network but of randomly
selected data volume ranging from 1.5-30K bytes. When one
flow finishes, we immediately appoint a new flow between
a random pair of nodes. We experiment 50 flows in total.
Fig. 14 depicts the CDF of the goodput achieved by MIXIT
and HOPE, respectively. In the high goodput region, MIXIT
slightly performs better mainly because its congestion-aware
scheme helps to approach the network capacity. The high
control overhead and per-hop errors, however, limit the performance of MIXIT over longer paths. In the low goodput
region HOPE achieves more efficient bandwidth utilization.
Overall, HOPE achieves 1.4× average goodput gain. Inspired
by the performance gain achieved by MIXIT in the high
goodput region, a more sophisticated congestion-aware technique tailored for HOPE may further enhance its performance.
We plan to explore this direction in the future.
HOPE on Wideband Channels: In this section, we
experiment with the wideband traces collected from
Intel 5300 NICs. We select one node pair and measure its
end-to-end goodput. We repeat the experiments 120 times
by randomly selecting 120 node pairs. To avoid long runs
of consecutive errors in the coded bit sequences due to
frequency selective fading, interleaving is implemented for
each protocol. Fig. 15 shows the CDF of the achieved goodput
of different protocols. Compared with the performance in
narrowband channels (Fig. 9), the goodput gain achieved by
HOPE is still substantial. In particular, HOPE achieves an
average goodput gain of 2.0× over SPR, 1.6× over ExOR,
1.5× over MIXIT-39M, and 1.3× over MIXIT-13M. MIXIT39M and MIXIT-13M represent MIXIT works at 39Mbps and
13Mbps and correspond to MIXIT-1170 and MIXIT-390 in
Fig. 9, respectively. The gain achieved by HOPE over SPR
and ExOR is preserved since it can still adapt to accumulators’
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Fig. 17.

Performance comparison with the CTP protocol.

Fig. 18.

HOPE achieves higher goodput on all nodes.

A snapshot topology of the data collection tree on testbed.

channel conditions simultaneously even with frequency selective fading. Accumulators can thus leverage the cumulative
information to accelerate packet decoding.
V. HOPE ON L OW P OWER W IRELESS N ETWORKS
We implement and deploy HOPE on a low power narrow band wireless network composed of 20 MICA2 motes
whose computation and memory capacities are highly limited.
We compare HOPE with CTP [12], a classical data collection
protocol for wireless sensor networks.
A. Implementation
We implement HOPE on MICA2 motes which feature a
Chipcon CC1000 as RF transceiver which directly exports raw
demodulated bits to the microcontroller and allows full access
and control to packet preamble and payload. Each MICA2
mote is equipped with an 8-bit Atmel ATmega128L microcontroller. Being resource-constrained (128K bytes program flash
and 4K bytes SRAM), MICA2 motes cannot cope with the
computational overhead of the Spinal codes. We thus resort
to Luby Transform (LT) codes [30], which work with link
layer bit blocks. While the Spinal codes theoretically yield
higher goodput, LT codes retain the rateless property and
allow us to harvest adequate gain from block level information
accumulation, which already achieves much higher goodput
than the classical CTP protocol.
We build a 20-node wireless network testbed. Fig. 16 depicts
a snapshot topology of the data collection tree built with
CTP on our testbed. We specify ETX value for each link,
ranging from 1.10 to 1.35. On this topology, the paths from
different nodes to the sink have ranged from 1 hop to 5 hops,
and path loss rates have varied from 0 to 26.1% with an
average value of 16.2%. In CTP, each node finds its route
to the sink (node 0) based on the path ETX. The node with
the lowest ETX is selected as the next-hop forwarder. CTP
updates and maintains the routing structure of data collection
tree with periodic link estimations. In our implementation,
the default transmission power of sensor motes is set to
be 0 dBm.
In HOPE, a data packet of K blocks is converted to an
infinite block stream using LT codes. A receiver with sufficient
coded blocks can decode the original data by solving a set
of linear equations with light belief propagation decoding.
The block number is set to K=10 and a sender encapsulates
12 coded blocks to form a rateless unit. When receiving an
unit, the accumulator extracts intact blocks. With sufficient

blocks, the accumulator can decode the original packet and
then transits to a delegated source to serve other nodes. HOPE
in MICA2 motes resorts to the ETX metric to build the priority
list. Each node maintains a packet list recording the highest
priority packet possessor. Although MICA2 motes are highly
resource constrained, HOPE can still comfortably fit in such
a low-end wireless platform.
B. Results
We let each node transfer data in turn to the sink with HOPE
and CTP, respectively, and measure the goodput of each node.
We change the sink and repeat the experiment for multiple
rounds. Fig. 17 depicts the CDF of all nodes’ goodput.
Compared with CTP, HOPE can make use of both opportunistic links and accumulate fine grained data blocks over
weak links to improve the goodput performance over CTP. For
a deeper understanding of the performance gain achieved by
HOPE, we further investigate HOPE by disabling the rateless
module to merely harvest the opportunistic transmission gains,
which contributes to about 1.15× performance gain compared
with the CTP protocol.
Fig. 18 summarizes the goodput of all nodes to the sink
with HOPE and CTP. We see that HOPE achieves higher
goodput on all nodes in the network. HOPE almost doubles the goodput over CTP for long paths of more than
4 hops. As the paths become longer, nodes have more
chances to benefit from receiving rateless coded blocks
across multiple hops. Even for 1-hop links, HOPE provides
goodput improvement as LT codes better adapt to timevarying channel conditions. When the channel condition is
good, a sender sends slightly more than 10 coded blocks
to deliver the information of 10 original blocks. When the
channel is poor, the sender only needs to send more coded
blocks to lower the effective data rate to below the channel
capacity.
Fig. 19 depicts the goodput from different data flows when
the number of concurrent flows is varied from one to four. The
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Goodputs of network flows varying from one to four.

obtained network goodput is increasing as the number of concurrent flows increases. HOPE can consistently outperform the
benchmark protocol due to its better utilization of the limited
wireless channel resource. The result shows the efficacy of our
design, which can also comfortably harvest the performance
gain even under a low-end wireless setting.
VI. R ELATED W ORKS
Rate Adaptation and Rateless Codes:Rateless codes can
achieve optimal rate adaptation [13], [33]. With rateless codes,
a sender incrementally adapts to a suitable data rate by
sending more coded data until the receiver decodes the data.
Strider [13] presents a systematic design of automatic rate
adaptation based on a layered rateless code with the linear
combination of turbo codes. LT [30] and Raptor codes [39]
can achieve Shannon capacity for binary erasure channels, but
it remains unclear how close they are to the capacity over wireless channels. The authors in [10] further investigate how LT
codes can be used to prolong the end-to-end communication
range in low-power wireless networks. Departing from prior
linear rateless codes, Spinal codes [33] use hash functions to
produce infinite sequence of PHY symbols, achieving near
optimal capacity over both erasure and wireless channels.
Different from existing works, our design leverages rateless
codes to adapt to joint information channels with hopless
networking.
Opportunistic Routing: ExOR [2] pioneers the opportunistic
routing, which broadcasts packets without predetermined next
hops and delays forwarding decisions to exploit channel diversity. MORE [4] obviates strict scheduling and enhances spatial
reuse by leveraging network coding. Both ExOR and MORE
can only make use of intact packets surviving over opportunistic links. SPaC [11] combines multiple corrupted packets
in sensor networks to recover data. MIXIT [23] can forward
clean symbols in corrupted packets and applies symbol-level
network coding. The unified data rate of each transmission,
however, limits the information utility of SPaC and MIXIT.
In contrast, HOPE features rateless information dissemination
and adapts to diverse channel conditions of all wireless links.
MIXIT does study from a rateless perspective but relies on the
end-to-end network coding to adapt to the network, which
inevitably misses the full gain from internal channel diversities
within the network. MIXIT requires an accurate network
reliability prediction to avoid error propagation. For HOPE, the
preliminary design was reported in [28], this journal version
supplements with more design details and experimental results.
We also implement and evaluate HOPE on a real low-power
sensor network test-bed in this paper.

Cooperative Communication: Our work is related to cooperative communication and decode-and-forward in which users
coordinate to enhance communication quality [24], [35],
[36], [41]. Laneman et al. [24] develop information-theoretic
approaches to exploit wireless spatial diversity. Hunter and
Nosratinia [19] propose to integrate cooperative communication with channel coding. Cover and El Gamal [6] present the
theoretical analysis on the capacity of relay channel. Castura
and Mao [3] and Ravanshid et al. [34] analyze the performance
for relay channels with rateless codes. Mehta et al. [32]
further consider the buffered relays. Draper et al. [9] design
routing protocols for cooperative networks that perform mutual
information accumulation. The major difference between [9]
and HOPE is that the former study focuses on the optimization
of the transmission order in theory, while our solution concentrates on addressing realistic challenges and designing a practical system incorporating the latest rateless codes, e.g., Spinal
codes. In summary, although the design of HOPE also belongs
to the decode-and-forward category, existing researches mainly
study from a theoretical perspective, consider a relatively small
scale network usually, e.g., three nodes, and their performance
is evaluated by numerical results. Inspired by these existing
theoretical achievements, this paper moves one more step:
address a series of realistic challenges in a real system, and
evaluate its performance under practical settings. Therefore, in
this paper, we propose a clean hopless networking abstraction
from a system perspective, address realistic design issues, and
develop a practical solution using rateless codes to harvest
cooperative diversity of autonomous wireless nodes, which we
believe have never been done before.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel hopless networking paradigm.
The key idea is to break per-hop packet transmission to rateless
information dissemination that adapts to diverse channel conditions of wireless links, taking the full advantage of wireless
broadcast effect. We develop a practical protocol, HOPE,
which instantiates the hopless networking. Experimental evaluation demonstrates that HOPE significantly improves network
throughput over existing approaches. In the future, we plan to
further enhance the HOPE design from the following aspects,
including optimal rateless segmentation, better concurrency
in multiple access, flow-based optimization, congestion-aware
technique and protocol design simplification.
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